
Project 13 Commenting and Help

Objectives: Develop better schemes for commenting functions so as to make them work with the built-in help system.
Outcome:

• Add appropriate comments to previously defined functions.

1. Back to MATLAB

1. Start up MATLAB. Remember to set your directory to My Documents

2. For help with today’s topic use help help.

2. Help System

1. When you want to learn about a function in MATLAB you can use the command line help system. For example, here’s part of
the info about the function sum obtained by using help sum:

SUM Sum of elements.
S = SUM(X) is the sum of the elements of the vector X. If
X is a matrix, S is a row vector with the sum over each
column. For N-D arrays, SUM(X) operates along the first
non-singleton dimension.

S = SUM(X,DIM) sums along the dimension DIM.

Examples:
If X = [0 1 2

3 4 5]

then sum(X,1) is [3 5 7] and sum(X,2) is [ 3
12];

See also prod, cumsum, diff, accumarray, isfloat.

Notice the structure:

(a) First line has the function (in all CAPS) and some expanded name

(b) Next block explains what the function does, including what the possible input variable(s) are and the output. It may also
discuss how the function works for various inputs.

(c) Next block gives examples of how it works.

(d) Next come some references to other related functions.

(e) There may be additional information after this as well.

2. Where does this info come from? It comes from the m-file for the function. Try this: type help mean then type type mean.

What you should notice is that the result of help is the comments at the beginning of the m-file. (And you should also note that
this ’built-in’ function mean is actually just an m-file like the ones you wrote.)

3. To put help info into your file, you simple have to put it in comments right after you start your function. If there are any blank
lines, the material after the blank lines won’t show up.

3. To Do and Turn In

1. Go back to previous projects and find 4 different functions that you wrote. At least 2 of them should have more than one input
variable.

2. Edit those functions to add appropriate comments to provide help that a user can get from the help system. The format of your
’help’ should match what MATLAB uses. If the inputs are not just simple numbers then you should make sure that you describe
them carefully. In your example usage part, you can refer to how this function is used with other functions if appropriate.

3. Using a DIARY FILE, capture the help from each of your 4 functions, i.e. help fun1, etc.

4. Submit the 4 functions and the diary file.

5. As always, when you are done, if there is a survey, do it (please!).
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